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This official seal is your guarantee that Mafia 
has reviewed video game and it has met
glorious standards in highlighting efficiency,
workmanship and good-hearted nature of Mafia.  

Mafia seal does not condone actions of annoying 
little girl, only that Mafia is the best! Always 
look for this seal to ensure Mafia quality.

THIS GAME SUPPORTS SINGLE AND CO-OP GAMEPLAY. 

Need help playing this game?
Well tough! Mafia don’t give clues to help little girl! 

To complain to Mafia send letter to our MAFIA RULES P.O. box and 
Mafia will reply within 3 years or ignore letter. 

A Hat in Time is owned by Gears for Breakfast, 2017.
Manual by Martín Baliño, Jenna Brown and Sieger Vink

Feeling like you can fly is cool, but it’s all fun and 
games until you fall off the tallest building with no 
umbrella. Get a good look of your surroundings before 
jumping to ensure you are not a Hat-Pancake when you 
touch the ground.

CAUTION- Dangerous heights

WARNING - Jumping into lava

Self explanatory really but kids will be kids and do 
silly things. If you feel the urge to let Hat Kid jump 
into some lava, remember it is very hot and MOLTEN 
LAVA levels of dangerous. 

WARNING - Meat rollers
A 2 tonne rolling pile of meat is a serious matter, 

especially when a Mafia goon is controlling it. Try to 
stay out of their way by running or dodging into the 

nearest bush so you do not become ground beef!

WARNING - Mustache Girl’s attitude

Don’t let it get to you, she’s a big meanie with a mustache! 

x

Please read carefully the following warnings 
before you let Hat Kid play this video game!

NO HAT KIDS

CONTENT RATED BY
M A F I A

NO HAT KIDS

Comic mischief

Online and Couch co-op arrive in 2018! 
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This is Mustache Girl, who seems friendly 
on the outside but don’t let the facial 

hair fool you! She’s after my time pieces 
and I can’t let her get away with them!

I’m a time traveling 
explorer! No area is too 
dangerous for me and my 
umbrella. My mission is to 
find all the timepieces so I can
go home! I wish it was that easy...

Mafia Goons

Tourist

Cooking Cat

Mafia Boss

The mob of Mafia Town, who run the 

place with an iron fist! Smells of fish.

Leader of the Mafia. He’s not someone 

you wanna mess with. Watch out!

He came for the sights and 
takes great pictures!

Despite having no thumbs, 
this cat cooks quite a feast!

Characters

Me!

Mustache Girl
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The Receptionist
The Conductor +

Lives in the haunted manor and 
gives me the major creeps. Eek!

These guys live in subcon and are the 

only guys I can trust in this place...

This guy claims to be a “Bird” but 
when’s the last time you saw a bird 
that looks like that?! He’s obsessed 
with winning...the receptionist just 
goes along with it.

Snatcher

Queen Vanessa

DJ Grooves

Moon residents

Subcon dwellers

Lurks in the shadows, he’s obsessed 

with making me sign contracts! Hope you brought your dancing shoes, cause this funky penguin is heating up the dance-floor with his moves!

Life on the moon is never boring with these guys! A+ 
troublemakers.
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Mysterious creatures 

who are the silent

type. They like to be

left alone but maybe 

they just want me to 

stop annoying them..

The Goats

Much more talkative!

These guys also ended up

in the skies..I wonder why?

Travellers

Very rude felines who keep 

stealing my hats!!! Ever heard of 

asking politely??

Lazy Paw Gang

Not sure where they came from or 

how they got on this planet but 

they’re a lil...twitchy. They also 

have magical badges I can buy.

Badge Seller

My trusty robot vaccuum!! He’s very 

responsible and cleans my spaceship! 

+ is my unwilling transport service.

Rumbi

C.A.W Agents

These guys won’t give me a break! All they do is keep asking me questions and hoot at me! Bad detectives.
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Keyboard + Mouse

Crouch / Dive

Use Hat

Controls

Ever since I arrived on this planet I’ve 
noticed people playing video games 
in so many ways! They even use bongo 
drums (?!). Must be a human thing...

Over the next few pages I can show you 
how to play with the basics. 

If the controllers you see aren’t your cup of tea, no worries! 
We give you the option to add in any controller you want.

Need to find a specific 
controller set up?

In the strong chance that bongo drums 
are not natively supported, you can go 

to the Steam Workshop page to find 
what you need. We’re here to help! 
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Move

Camera

Swap Hats

Menu

Jump

Attack

Interact

Camera badge



Xbox 360

Swap Hat

Use Hat

Move

Camera

Swap Hats

Menu
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PS4

Move

Jump

Attack

Interact

Look Up

Camera

Swap 
Hats

Use Camera 
Badge

Swap Hat

Use Hat

Center 
Camera
Crouch 
/ Dive

Menu

Center 
Camera

Crouch 
/ Dive

Jump

Attack

Interact

Look Up

Camera badge



My Moves

Walk / Run
Hold any of the directional keys (WASD) 
to move! I bet you already knew that.

Jump

Press the SPACEBAR to jump. 
If you want to go even higher, 
press again mid jump to do a 

double jump!

Crouch
Sneak up on your enemies (or hide from 
them...) with CTRL. Trying to be stealthy 
can be hard with the hat...

Dive
I can swoosh through the air like a 
plane! Crash like one too... 
While jumping, hit CTRL to dive, or if 
you’re crouching, hit SPACE!

Take a deep breath and take the 
plunge! Who needs a swimsuit?!

Swimming
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Wall Jump

Picking up items

Umbrella attack
Not just for a rainy day, my 
umbrella packs a punch! Use 
it by pressing LEFTCLICK and 
show them who’s the boss! 
(Hint: that’s me.)

Handy for getting out of a 
tight situation! Jump onto 
a wall and press SPACE to 
start wall jumping!

Pick up items with the E 
key. You can then either 
throw it with LEFTCLICK or 
drop it with CTRL.

You can do a homing attack in 
mid-air! Once you see the prompt, 
use the LEFTCLICK to fly at enemies 
and bonk them on the head! 

Homing attack
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Hat Kid’s Moves

Hat Kid’s Moves

... and many more!
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Items

Hookshot

Document your adventure with this snazzy camera! Snap a few 
pics and choose from many filters (and turn the flash off!!).

Using them both at the same time 
though is a little bit difficult for me...

No Fall Damage

Gain the power of flight! Well not really, but you get to 
hover in the air for quite awhile! Same thing right?

Scooter

Running can sure get tiring after awhile. Fortunately 
with this badge I get my own super scooter! Beep beep.

Badges

...and many more!
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Hats are not only incredibly stylish, they 
allow me to access some sweet power 
ups! You gotta find yarn to stitch me 
some new styles. Here’s a few of ‘em!

Hat collection

Kid’s Hat
My pride and joy! Extremely handy in a 
pickle. Get lost/stuck? It’ll help you out.

Hats

Sprint Hat
There’s no time for loitering, I have timepieces 

to find! This hat speeds up the process.

Brewing Hat
Fire burn and cauldron bubble...I can unleash 
my magical potential! By blowing up stuff!

Ice Hat
Brrr...suddenly got more chilly around here!  With this 

cozy hat I can turn into a big ol’ block of ice.  Rock solid!

+ many more!

Camera

Very handy badge! I can swing around and find new areas. 
Good thing I’m not scared of heights..

Once I have the hats, I can make them 
even more powerful with badges! I can 
equip up to 3 badges, so there’s many 
ways to change your playthrough!
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UI

Life bar

Pretty important because I really like being alive!

Time Pieces

The Time Pieces belong to me, and are the reason I’m 

doing this in the first place! The number on the bottom 

tells you how many I’ve collected on my quest. I wonder.. 

how many will I need to get home...?

Pons

These lil things allow me to buy all sorts 
of stuff! They’re very valuable and hard to 
open...There’s other types of pons in the 
game too! So round and shiny...

Menu

EQUIPMENT

BADGES

WEAPON

CONTRACT

Here you can see the hats you have, and the general 
items you have collected.

I can only put on 3 at a time (my hat isn’t THAT big) 
so this section helps you organise them.

This slot is reserved for my trusty umbrella! 
Without it I’m toast...

I keep my contracts safe and sound in this section. 
I also use it to remind yourself what I’ve gotten 
myself into with the Snatcher in Subcon...

Your backpack is important for keeping all your 
collectibles safe and sound! Which reminds me..
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Collectibles

Roulette token

Yarn

The Roulette

By obtaining color palettes as prizes for 
finishing the Time Rift stages, you can 
alter my outfit and hair color. I’m quite 
the trend-setter!

Once you finish Time Rift stages, you can claim 
prizes! These range from hats, color palettes and 
music remixes that can be played anytime!

You can also 
unlock the roulette by 
collecting tokens in the general 
game! More chances to win.
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Time Pieces aren’t the only things you can 
find out there! Here’s a few more...

Storybooks

Scattered in the Cave Rifts, there are pages to 
collect that complete a bigger story. They don’t 
have any words in them; that’s my kinda book!

Kaching! These tokens can be used on the Roulette 
wheel, which is explained on the next page.They’re 
tricky to find, so gamble responsibly!

My hats are nothing without these! In 
order for me to stitch hats, I need to collect 
yarn, which is all over the place. 

Mysterious relics of my journey appear in every 
destination, as a token of my trip. I wonder where I 
can display them..

Relics



By acquiring Time Pieces I can re-gain access 
to my rooms, giving me access to more 
worlds to investigate! A few Time Pieces even crashed into 

people, causing those Time Rifts to be 
themed around them! 

In order to go back home I must retrieve the 
Time Pieces to power my ship once again. 

Mafia Town
A place ruled by the Mafia Boss and his band of 
thugs. While it looks pretty and sunny, it smells 
like sweat and rotten fish!

Subcon Forest
I can’t shake the feeling that I’m always being 
watched while I walk around this creepy forest...

WORLDS Time Rifts

Some of the Time Pieces didn’t land well, they 
crashed and smashed right open! This creates 
Time Rifts, large portals with challenges.
They need to be cleared in order to restore 
the Time Piece to its original state!

Custom Stages

The stages don’t stop once you’ve completed 
the game, as there’s a whole other world out 
there of custom stages and modifications! 
Check them out if you can!

Dead Bird Studio
Lights! Camera! Action! The sets are huge...
It even has a jazz town and a train! I’ve 
always wanted to be a star.

Alpine Skyline
A mysterious civilization high in the 
clouds. Don’t look down!!
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Thanks for playing!

From all of us at Gears for Breakfast,

NOTES!
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